Strong Fathers, Strong Daughters Devotional: 52 Devotions Every Father Needs
From Dr. Meg Meeker, the celebrated author of the bestselling parenting guide Strong Fathers, Strong Daughters, comes a new devotional for new and still-learning fathers of girls. A strong father figure is the single most important element in a girl’s life: he is her spiritual guide and protector from her early childhood to the day he proudly walks her down the aisle. In the lovely and comforting Strong Fathers, Strong Daughters Devotional, Dr. Meeker instills in men the knowledge they need to be the kind of fathers their daughters dearly need.
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**Customer Reviews**

Great resource for dads who have daughters. Meg Meeker alerts dads to the forces which will shape our daughters if we do not. She gives great encouragement for Dad to be all that their daughters need them to be. A great reminder!

STRONG FATHERS, STRONG DAUGHTERS DEVOTIONAL has 52 devotions every father needs! Every devotion starts with a prayer, a story, an application, a prayer, and includes suggested projects to do with your daughter. This is a great devotional for Dads of daughters. Dads are alerted to the outside forces that shape our daughters if they don’t. Great encouragement for dads to be what and who they need to be.

this book was a gift to a family member who has a daughter and he really likes it and says it has very good advice....
Bought this for my husband for father's day and he has really enjoyed it.

The world would be a much better place if every Dad read this book.

Bought as a gift for my son, an awesome father of two little girls!

Excellent! Very good! Recommend for all dads!
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